
DIRECTORY SERVICES

Grant seamless access while protecting your Active 
Directory from hackers

Identity has become the new security perimeter. New users require 
immediate access to your enterprise resources and business 
users have come to expect convenient access to cloud and web 
applications across multiple devices.

The challenge is that roles and responsibilities constantly change, and 
relationships with your company end, but users and their roles are left 
with the same access privileges, often beyond what they need.

Over provisioning user entitlements creates vulnerabilities that 
leave your company data and resources exposed, especially in the 
case of orphaned accounts where an employee has left, but still has 
access privileges. Under provisioning reduces productivity because 
users that genuinely require privileges have to make ad-hoc access 
requests to your IT staff.

Your Active Directory stores and controls all of these privileged 
identities and it is vital to secure it from becoming an easy target for 
hackers, activists or disgruntled employees and contractors.

Our comprehensive directory services solutions 
ensure your users can only ever access what they need 

Securion’s expert team of Directory Services consultants will streamline and secure your 
directory so your business is protected and your users get seamless access to the resources 
they need.  

Our experts approach your directory as a key asset that is targeted for attack because of the 
credentials and privileges it stores. We will clean up extraneous data and improve efficiency by 
implementing tools and processes that intelligently manage users, roles, access and self-service 
password resets.

By securing your Active Directory you reduce your risk exposure, increase productivity 
and enhance your users’ experience.

42% of businesses do 
not know how many 
orphaned accounts 
exist within their 
organization

30% do not have a 
procedure in place 
to locate orphaned 
accounts

15% have had former 
employees access 
their orphaned 
account at least once
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Secure by Design

With decades of experience securing some of the 
largest IT infrastructures in the world, we combine 
focused security expertise with a methodology that 
ensures efficient, innovative solutions to match your 
organization’s strategy. This dynamic approach to 
everything we do enables security, information and 
technology to move at the speed of your business.

Our Directory Services solutions can:

n		Open access to applications to properly and securely leverage the directory
n		Securely add external users, contractors, vendors, partners and customers to the company 

directory
n		Eliminate audit deficiencies and improve audit performance 
n		Implement, salvage or replace an existing provisioning system 
n		Migrate you to a cloud based directory
n		Investigate and analyze high risk individuals, groups, and situations, as well as compliance 

violations
n		Find and remove orphaned accounts
n		Create directory redundancy for disaster recovery
n		Implement user self-service 

Here are just some of the benefits and capabilities our advanced Directory Services solutions 
will bring to your business:

n		ADFS / FEDERATION SERVICES - Safely grant access to applications and systems to 
your external partners and customers 

n		AD TO CLOUD MIGRATION - Leverage the scalability and redundancy of the cloud with 
hybrid, on premise or full cloud-based directory services 

n		AD FOREST & DOMAIN - Let Securion’s IAM experts help with difficult changes such as; 
consolidation, separation, and migration efforts to streamline and improve efficiencies

n		USER & GROUP POLICY AUDIT - Ensure your users have the appropriate access to fulfill 
their roles, without increasing your risk of a data breach

We’d love to show you how we can transform your company directory 
so it empowers your users, without being a target for hackers. 

To book a consultation email info@securion.io or call:

312-756-7620

“81% of hacking-related 
breaches leveraged 
either stolen and/or weak 
passwords.”

Verizon DBIR


